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Dart Canyon® ADA Farmhouse Sink for 
Assisted Living Centers and More

ELDSSF33279DBG

elkay.com/dart-canyon

Stylish and Engineered to Serve Everyone
Help residents feel at home with the sink that’s easier to use.  
Dart Canyon® is the first of its kind, boasting ADA-compliant design  
and workstation functionality. Its stylish farmhouse apron front  
sets it apart from the sterile sinks found in other commercial  
facilities. Since it’s already ADA-compliant, it can easily be spec’d  
for any application. With Dart Canyon, residents and staff can  
work and live better.
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Learn more about the sink that’s become a popular choice for commercial assisted living facilities.

Visit elkay.com/dart-canyon or contact your Zurn Elkay Sales Representative today.

Accessibly Functional
Dart Canyon® provides better everyday solutions for 

everyone, including people with disabilities, those aging 

in place and others simply looking for a more efficient 

sink. The workstation design streamlines tasks with 

help from custom-sized accessories. It’s ideal for facility 

kitchens and residents’ apartments — giving them 

autonomy over their chores and lifestyle.

Stand-out Style
Complement the homey ambiance of your facility with the 

warmth and reliability of Dart Canyon. 

Dual-depth Bowl
Shallow in the front for reachability, 9″ deep  

in the back to stack and soak dishes.

Built-in Work Shelf
Keeps tools and sponges organized and  

within reach and makes completing tasks  

while seated easier.

Reversible Grid
Protects the bottom of the sink and when 

flipped, extends the working surface from  

the raised work shelf.

All-out Accessibility
Can be installed with cabinet doors at a  

lower height or without doors to  

accommodate seating and wheelchairs.

Farmhouse Design
Durable stainless steel extends to the  

front panel of the sink, adding a charming  

design element.

Attractive Accessories
Premium walnut cutting board and walnut-

handled colanders are optional accessories  

that draw the eye.

Tight Corners
Straight sidewalls and creased accent lines offer 

a fresh, geometric aesthetic.

Available Models
While the senior population continues to grow, so does the need for comfortable assisted living facilities — equipped with the 

best appliances. Choose from three sink models:

Model Dimensions Min. Cabinet Size Gauge
ELDSSF30279DBG 29-7/8″ x 27-1/4″ x 9-5/8″ 30″ 16
ELDSSF33279DBG 32-7/8″ x 27-1/4″ x 9-5/8″ 33″ 16
ELDSSF36279DBG 35-7/8″ x 27-1/4″ x 9-5/8″ 36″ 16
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